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Automatic guitar chord detection is a process that attempts to detect a guitar chord
from a piece of audio. Generally, automatic chord detection is considered to be a
part of a large problem termed as automatic transcription. Although there has
been a lot of research in the ﬁeld of automatic transcription, but having a reliable
transcription system is still a distant prospect. Chord detection becomes interesting
as chords have comparatively stable structure and they completely describe the
occurring harmonies in a piece of music.
This thesis presents a novel approach for detecting the correctness of musical chords
played by guitar. The approach is based on pattern matching technique applied to
the database of chords and their typical mistakes. Mistakes are the versions of a
chord where typical playing errors are made. Transient of a chord is skipped and its
spectrum is whitened. A certain region of whitened spectra is chosen as a feature
vector. Cosine distance is computed between the extracted features and the data
present in a reference chord database. Finally, the system detects the correctness of
a played chord based on k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classiﬁer.
The developed system uses two types of spectral whitening techniques: one is based
on Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) and the other is based on Phase Transform-β
(PHAT-β). The average accuracy shown by LPC based system is 72% while that of
PHAT-β is 82.5%. The system was also evaluated under diﬀerent noise conditions.
IX
ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATION
CA Computer Audition
MIDI Musical Instrument Digital Interface
WAV Waveform Audio Format
MIR Music Information Retrieval
RWC Real World Computing
ICMC International Computer Music Conference
PCP Pitch Class Proﬁle
AMT Automatic Music Transcription
NMF Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
HMM Hidden Markov Model
EM Expectation Maximization
ISMIR International Symposium on Music Information Retrieval
SOM Self-organized Map
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
CD Compact Disk
ms Milliseconds
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
k-NN k-Nearest Neighbor
LPC Linear Predictive Coding
AR Auto-regressive
ADSR Attack Decay Sustain Release
PHAT Phase Transform
PC Personal Computer
CVPR Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
NN Nearest Neighbor
FV Feature Vector
fmax Maximum Frequency
11. INTRODUCTION
Music transcription is the analysis of music signal in order to get the parametric
representation of sounding notes in the audio signal. In practise, it is accomplished
by listening to a piece of audio containing music and writing down the notes manually
[1]. Chord detection is a type of music transcription that only captures the harmonic
components of the audio signal. Chords generally have a consistent structure that
describes wholly a piece of music in terms of occurring harmonies.
Automatic Chord detection is a part of computer audition (CA) that involves all
kinds of information extraction from audio data (signals). The methods used for
chord detection enable us to extract the harmonies that occur in a piece of music
with respect to time [2][3]. Harmony is the structure of music that is made up by
the composition and progression of chords.
For a music signal that contains a variety of music timbre, harmonic constructions
and transitions, it becomes almost impossible to create a mathematical algorithm
for a precise detection of a musical chord. In fact, the detection becomes hard if
audio data contains many instruments e.g. drums, percussions, clipping signals and
background noises. Since the scope of this thesis is limited to the automatic guitar
chord detection from the audio with an emphasis on diﬀerent types of guitars, we
simplify the problem by restricting ourselves to the isolated guitar playing material
only.
In this thesis, we propose a system for detecting the correctness of the played chord
by presenting a computational model based on pattern matching of the power spec-
trum. Based on an audio that consists of a single chord, and having the prior
knowledge of the target chord, the system determines whether a correct chord is
played or not. The performance of the system is calculated based on the accurate
detection of the played chord.
Automatic chord detection is an important issue in music analysis. It is an emerging
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ﬁeld of research with many possible real-world applications such as human-computer
interactive music systems, video games and many multimedia applications.
1.1 Guitar Chord Detection
Automatic chord detection refers to a process that attempts to detect a chord from a
piece of audio. Guitar chord detection refers to a similar process but it only attempts
to detect the chords that are played by guitar. An automatic guitar chord detection
model is a system that is based on a similar process. It takes a piece of audio as an
input consisting of a chord and based on some mathematical operations, the system
detects the type of chord. A preliminary work in this ﬁeld has been discussed in [4].
Generally in music, the sound being produced by the guitar can be annotated as
chords or notes. A guitar chord is any harmonic set of two or more notes mostly
played together simultaneously. The sound of the chord varies with the type of
guitar being used and also the style with which it is being played.
Guitars generally are extremely capable and versatile for chording purposes, but they
do exhibit some diﬀerences when it comes to diﬀerent playing styles and diﬀerent
guitar types. Modern acoustic guitars are varying extremely in their design and
construction even more than electric guitars. Some of the most common varieties
are the nylon-string classical guitar, steel-string acoustic guitar, semi-acoustic guitar
and lap steel guitar. Considering all these variations, we conducted a recording
session in the audio laboratory of the Signal Processing Department of Tampere
University of Technology. The aim of the recording was to have our own general
purpose database with diﬀerent guitar types, recording sources and playing styles,
so that it is convenient enough to be used in every possible way.
Automatic chord detection has been a growing area of research lately. The research
in this ﬁeld is mainly at its initial phase so therefore there are some problems that
are still needed to be addressed such as simulating diﬀerent and more complexed
guitar playing styles. With the growing trends and advancements in the ﬁeld of
computer audition, it makes it an attractive and emerging ﬁeld since it can have
countless practical applications.
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1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Thesis
The main objective of this thesis is to propose a method for the automatic guitar
chord detection. This work applies a simple and eﬃcient framework based on pattern
matching technique for automatic guitar chord detection. Particularly, the focus is
set on the monotimbral music since the scope is limited to the sounds being produced
by the guitar.
The second objective of this thesis is to test the accuracy of the methods proposed
for guitar chord detection. For this purpose we created our own database which is
a general purpose stand alone package that can be used for any other music related
experiments. The performance of the algorithm is tested and compared with our
own general purpose database.
1.3 Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the literature review on
automatic chord detection and related ﬁelds of interest. Chapter 3 presents the
guitar chord detection model. Chapter 4 presents the general purpose guitar chord
database created for this thesis. Chapter 5 presents the evaluation and discusses the
results and ﬁnally Chapter 6 summarizes the observations made in this study and
suggests some future work. Appendix A lists the complete pieces of chord instances
that has been used to create the chord database and also to evaluate the proposed
system.
42. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter gives a brief account on the previous work that has been carried out in
this ﬁeld. Based on my knowledge, there are no studies related to the guitar chord
detection as it is focused in this thesis. Since the work in this thesis can be related
to music transcription and chord recognition therefore we will discuss some of the
most famous algorithms in this chapter. The ﬁrst section gives a brief description
of musical chord. Section 2.2 discusses music transcription and gives an account on
some of the algorithms. Section 2.3 describes chord recognition and discusses some
relevant algorithms. Finally Section 2.4 summarizes the chapter.
2.1 Musical Chord
A musical chord is the combination of sound being produced by any harmonic set
of two, three or more notes [5]. Chords or sequences of chords are frequently being
used in western music so therefore if one has to analyse the harmonic structure of the
whole piece of audio, it is quite probable that one starts labelling individual chord
manually. It is very time consuming and diﬃcult task. Consequently, for harmonic
analysis of music signal, automation of chord labelling can be very essential [6].
2.2 Music Transcription
Transcription of music refers to the analysis of a music signal in order to write down
its pitch, duration, onset time and source of each sound that is present in a music
piece [7]. Generally, the transcription of music have been carried out manually which
is very tiresome and time-consuming task involving the knowledge of the music also.
Automatic Music transcription (AMT) in particular polyphonic music transcription
has been an extremely hard problem. This section discusses some of the polyphonic
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music transcription techniques.
2.2.1 Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
In [8], the authors attempt to address the problem of automatic music transcription.
They propose a system that is based on non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
of the music spectra. An input audio is ﬁrst transformed to the DFT magnitude
spectrum and then NMF is used to estimate the spectral proﬁle for each note. The
approach is mainly based on the concept of redundancy reduction and does not take
any prior knowledge of the musical structure [9].
NMF is an algorithm that tends to factorize a matrix X into a product of two non-
negative matrices W and H. i.e.
NMF (X)→ WH (2.1)
The rows of H consists of summarized proﬁles of the rows of X and similarly the
columns of W contains the summarized proﬁle of columns of X. In this way, the
product of WH becomes the approximation of X and the error of reconstruction is
minimized. The authors have used two diﬀerent cost functions that minimize the
error of reconstruction.
The system takes an input audio signal s(t) and transforms it to L-length time
dependent magnitude spectrum x(t). Then the set of all x(t) are placed into the
columns of matrix X. After that NMF is performed on the matrix X. It is shown
that when X contains the musical spectra, the elements ofW contains the spectrum
of the notes while the elements of H contains the temporal information of the notes.
The system was evaluated by real piano recordings by Keith Jarret of Bach's ﬁgure
XVI in G minor [10]. Two diﬀerent cases were considered for evaluation. The ﬁrst
case was related to the isolated notes while the other was about coinciding notes.
The system performed comparatively better in the case of isolated notes as the tran-
scription technique was based on the accumulated experience of the system from the
input signal. The system does not extract the notes rather it extracts the unique
events. The main drawback of this system was that it only performs transcription
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of the notes that have static harmonic proﬁle.
2.2.2 Note Event Modeling
In [11], the authors propose a method that automatically transcribes the notes played
by pitched musical instruments. The system takes an audio as an input and produce
a MIDI ﬁle. The input audio can have percussive sounds but the system does not
transcribe it. The proposed transcription system uses multiple-F0 estimator as a
front end [12]. Both of the channels of input audio are processed simultaneously
by the front end in order to obtain few F0s and their relevant features. Since the
approach is based on probabilistic modeling of note events, the output from the
front end is passed to the following probabilistic models:
1. Note Event Model:
The note event model takes the output of the multiple-F0 estimator and cal-
culates the likelihoods for diﬀerent notes. The model uses a three-state HMM
to describe the note events.
2. Silence Model:
The purpose of the silence model is to estimate the time regions where no notes
are sounding. With the help of silence model, the system is able to skip the
time regions where there are no notes sounding. Silence model is a one-state
HMM.
3. Musicological Model:
The role of the musicological model is to control the transition between note
event model and the silence model. For controlling the transition it involves
musical key estimator and bigram models.
At the end, the system performs transcription by searching several paths through
the note model and silence model. The token passing algorithm is used for ﬁnding
several paths [13].
The system was evaluated by using Real World Computing (RWC) database which
consisted of stereophonic acoustic recordings from several musical genres [14]. The
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evaluation results gave a reliable estimate of the performance of the music transcrip-
tion system. Although the average overall performance was low but the results were
quite encouraging as they became the foundation for future developments.
2.2.3 Hypothesis Search
In [15], the work has mainly been emphasized on the mutual dependency of chord-
boundary detection and symbol identiﬁcation. The authors present a method that
recognizes musical chords from real-world audio signals in compact disc (CD) record-
ings.
The Mutual dependency of chord-boundary detection and chord symbol identiﬁca-
tion remains to be the major hurdle in automatic chord transcription. They are one
of the biggest problems in automatic chord transcription. In order to solve this mu-
tual dependency problem, the authors present a method that generates hypotheses
about tuples of chord symbols, chord boundaries and keys, and outputs the most
credible one as the recognition result. Three kinds of musical elements are used as
cues for calculating the evaluation values of hypothesis:
1. Acoustic Features:
12-dimensions chroma vectors were used as acoustic features.
2. Chord Progression Patterns:
They are concatenations of chord symbols that are frequently used in musical
pieces.
3. Bass Sounds:
Bass sounds are used to improve the performance of automatic chord tran-
scription since they are closely related to musical chords.
The system was tested on one minute excerpts from seven songs of RWC-MDB-P-
2001 Database [16]. The system showed an average accuracy of 77%. The results
showed that their method can correctly recognize chord sequences from complex
musical audio signals that can contain vocal and drum sound.
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2.3 Chord Recognition
Recognition of chord refers to a process of identifying the harmonic set of notes that
produce the functional harmonic palette of western music. Similarly, the automatic
chord recognition is a process of labelling a chord to a section of an audio. It mainly
requires the harmonic analysis of the input signal. This section discusses some of
the automatic chord recognition techniques.
2.3.1 Chromagram
A chromagram or a pitch class proﬁle (PCP) based features have been mostly used in
many of the previous approaches for chord recognition algorithms. A chroma vector
is a vector with dimensions 12 x 1 with values representing the energy present in each
of the 12 semitone pitch classes. Once a chromagram is calculated, then there are
number of techniques that can be used to give a label to the chord. Finally, pattern
matching techniques are used to measure the similarity of the chroma vector is to a
set of chord proﬁles.
Fujishima developed a real time chord recognition system where he ﬁrst transforms
an input sound to a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) spectrum [17]. From the
DFT spectrum, the system derived PCPs and then pattern matching was done
on the PCP in order to determine the type of a chord. He introduced two main
heuristics which played an important role in the overall performance of the system.
1. PCP Smoothing Over Time
2. Chord Change Sensing
The PCP smoothing over time algorithm performs averaging operation over past
PCP frames. In this way the algorithm performs PCP smoothing. In chord change
sensing algorithm, the system monitors the direction of the PCP vector which helps
in sensing the sudden change of chord.
The analysis of the system proved that the heuristics introduced by Fujishima were
very useful. Without them, the PCP's were quiet noisy. Smoothing over time re-
duced the noise while chord change sensing helped in preserving the chord change
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points.
2.3.2 Hidden Markov Models
Chord segmentation, classiﬁcation and recognition has also been done by using sta-
tistical techniques such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). HMM is a statistical
model of a ﬁnite state machine in which state transition follows the Morkovian
property [18].
One such technique has been discussed in [19]. The authors used PCP vectors as
features to train the hidden Markov Model by expectation maximization (EM) al-
gorithm. The system distinguishes each chord as one state. A single Gaussian in
24 dimensions is used to model PCP vector distribution for each state. An input
audio consisting of chords is processed in frames and it is assumed that the sequence
of chords are known. Although, the chords are hand-labelled but these labels are
treated as hidden values within the EM framework. In order to estimate the model
parameters, Baum-Welch algorithm is applied to the chord sequences [20]. Model
parameters include transition and output probability. Once the model parameters
are deﬁned, the Viterbi algorithm is used to recognize the hidden states i.e. labels
of the chords. This results in chord recognition.
For evaluation, the authors trained the system by 18 songs form Beatles and tested
it with 2 other songs from the Beatles. The recognition accuracy was 22%.
2.3.3 Self-organized Maps
Multi-timbral chord classiﬁcation using wavelet transform and self organized map
neural networks have also been used for chord recognition purposes. This approach
is unique since it tends to evaluate the frequency spectrum of the input audio directly
rather than deriving PCPs.
The authors in [21] present a method for musical chord recognition based on a model
of human perception. They used wavelet transform to evaluate the frequency spec-
trum directly from the sound. The results of the wavelet transform were sent to the
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neural network chord classiﬁcation unit. Neural network consist of a self-organized
map (SOM) layer as shown in Figure 2.1.
Augmented
Major
Minor
Diminished
F# C# bA bE bB F C G D A E B
Figure 2.1: Self organized map for chord classiﬁcation used in [21]
The system needs to determine two kinds of information in order to facilitate the
classiﬁcation. One is the tonality and the other is chord style. In Figure 2.1, the
horizontal axis refer to the tonality and the vertical axis represent the chord style.
In the horizontal axis, the nodes are arranged in such a way that one of the adjacent
node is dominant than the other. In the vertical axis, the nodes are arranged in
a manner that adjacent nodes are with high similarity with the others. Before
learning, the system sets the initial weights of each neuron on the SOM. The system
performs that according to the music theory. The SOM learns from the training
data without any supervised information.
The system was evaluated by a test set consisting of 8 measures of Beethoven's 5th
symphony. The accuracy of 100% was achieved. The recognition rate stayed the
same even after adding Gaussian noise to the sound signal with 0 dB signal to noise
ratio (SNR).
2.4 Summary
The music transcription system proposed in [8] performs only when there are notes
having static harmonic proﬁle. The system performs poor when the notes are co-
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inciding. Since a chord is a harmonic set of two, three or more notes it becomes
diﬃcult to model the chords using this algorithm. The system proposed in [11] is
a state of the art music transcription system and addresses all music genres. The
results are very encouraging though the transcription rate is low. The approach
presented in [15] is interesting as it operates on chord sequences and also it focusses
on music theoretical knowledge. The study of this algorithm is helpful as it uses
a lot of music theory and is evaluated with comparatively large test data showing
good results.
The chord recognition system presented by Fujishima in [17] is the ground breaking
system. Although the system is quite basic but the study of algorithm is helpful as
it is the pioneer in the ﬁeld of chord recognition. The algorithm presented in [18]
is ineﬃcient and complex and also the recognition rate is quite poor. It can only
analyze a chord sequence that have maximum of two chords. The approach presented
in [21] is of least help. One of the main reasons is the inaccurate evaluation. The
test data is too small and homogeneous.
Based on the above comparisons, the approach presented in [15] is the most inter-
esting one for this thesis as it involves a lot of theoretical knowledge in its detection
algorithm.
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3. THE DEVELOPED SYSTEM
This chapter introduces a new chord detection algorithm that uses the idea of spec-
tral whitening and pattern matching. The ﬁrst section gives an overview of the
developed chord detection algorithm. Subsequently each module of the algorithm
is described in detail: Section 3.2 discusses the importance of transient in audio
signals. Section 3.3 deals with the spectral whitening and diﬀerent techniques used
to whiten the spectrum. Section 3.4 describes the feature extraction and ﬁnally
Section 3.5 discusses the pattern matching and k-nearest neighbor classiﬁer.
3.1 Overview
The algorithm ﬁrst reads an audio containing a piece of chord as input and skips
its transient part. The importance of transient in audio signals has been discussed
in Section 3.2. In order to skip the transient, we jump oﬀ ﬁrst 250ms of the audio
ﬁle and by doing so we avoid some variations that can arise due to diﬀerent guitar
playing styles (pick and thumb). After skipping the transient we take a windowed
sequence of the audio sample (250ms) and start the process of spectral whitening.
Two diﬀerent techniques of spectral whitening has been discussed (see Section 3.3).
After whitening, the whitened signal is transformed to a Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) spectrum. A part of DFT magnitude spectrum is chosen to be as a feature
vector. For classiﬁcation, pattern matching is done between the extracted features
and the data present in the chord database (containing correctly played chords
and their most common mistakes) based on the prior knowledge of the input chord.
Finally, the system outputs the result based on k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classiﬁers.
Figure 3.1 depicts the ﬂow chart of our guitar chord detection algorithm.
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Figure 3.1: Flow chart of the chord detection model
3.2 The Transient
The detection of the transient region has been proven to be highly beneﬁcial in
various improved time and pitch scaling algorithms. It reduces the artefacts because
of the transient phenomena [22]. Generally these detection tasks are diﬃcult because
of complexities in real-world musical audio signals. Fortunately, the music signals
are structured enough at the signal level and also at higher levels. The music signal
attributes like pitch content, presence of locations of onsets, and the boundaries of
transient regions can be easily predicted [23]. Also we know that when an acoustic
musical instrument produces a sound, the loudness and spectral content of the sound
changes over time in a way that vary from instrument to instrument. The attack
and decay of a sounds are highly eﬀective when it comes to the instrument's sonic
character. Sound synthesis techniques frequently generate a control signal. This
control signal is represented as envelope which controls the parameters of a sound
at any point in its duration [24]. An envelope is the evolution of amplitude of sound
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over time and is mostly depicted as ADSR (Attack Decay Sustain Release) curve.
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of an ADSR contour.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of ADSR
The contour of an ADSR envelope is speciﬁed using four parameters:
1. Attack Time:
Attack time is the time taken by sound to achieve maximum amplitude. It
begins when the string of a guitar is plucked.
2. Decay Time:
Decay is the gradual reduction in the amplitude of a sound. It is the time
taken from the end of attack to the designated sustain level.
3. Sustain Level:
Sustain level is the level during which the sound settles. It also tells the ability
of a guitar to hold notes.
4. Release Time:
It is the rate at which the signal level decays from the sustain level to zero i.e.
no sound.
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Our case is limited to acoustic guitar playing materials with having chords clearly
annotated, so in order to skip the transient we jump oﬀ the attack part. This is
achieved by skipping the ﬁrst 250ms of the audio ﬁle.
3.3 Spectral Whitening
Spectral whitening is a process to balance the frequency contributions over the range
of useful signal frequencies. It is also termed as spectral normalization. The term
whitening is originated from optics, which means the light (white) that contains
all the frequencies at equal magnitudes. Spectral whitening attempts to white the
frequency spectrum but it does not have any eﬀect on phase spectrum. The ampli-
tude of the whitened spectrum has equal contributions over frequency intervals but
this does not necessarily mean that it has equal contributions at every individual
frequency.
In the developed system, the main reason why the spectrum of a chord is whitened
is because diﬀerent guitars can have diﬀerent shapes of the over all spectra. A sim-
ilar chord when played by a diﬀerent guitar can have diﬀerent over all shape of the
spectrum. Figure 3.3 shows the spectra of C major chord played by four diﬀerent
guitars (see Section 4.2 for the details of the guitars).
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Figure 3.3: Unwhitened c major spectra
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Since our approach is based on pattern matching of the magnitude spectra, the
overall shape of the spectra plays a vital role in the detection process. By whitening
the spectrum we attempt to compensate the diﬀerence between the overall shape of
the spectra of test and training instances of chords. This compensation allows us to
detect chords based on the detailed structure of the spectra. Figure 3.4 illustrates
the whitened spectra of C major chord played by four diﬀerent guitars.
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Figure 3.4: Whitened c major spectra
In the Figures 3.3 and 3.4, Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is used as spectral
whitening technique (see section 3.3.1 for details). The length of DFT was chosen
to be 4096 and number of ﬁlter coeﬃcients were 18 while upto 4KHz of features
were used to plot the spectra as shown above. Two diﬀerent types of techniques for
spectral whitening have been discussed in this thesis:
1. LPC Inverse Filtering
2. Phase Transform-β (PHAT-β)
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3.3.1 LPC Inverse Filtering
Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is one of the most common speech analysis tech-
niques used for estimating the basic speech parameters e.g. pitch, formants, spectra,
vocal tract, and encoding good-quality speech at a low bit rate. The basic idea of
LPC is that a sample of a discrete-time signal can be predicted or approximated as
a linear combination of past samples. LPC is mathematically simple and easy to im-
plement. Figure 3.5 represents a ﬂow chart diagram of the spectral whitening model.
LPC
LPC
 Coefficients
Filter
Input
 signal
Whitened
 Signal
Figure 3.5: LPC based spectral whitening model
While analyzing a speech signal, LPC helps in estimating the frequencies and band-
widths of spectral poles and zeros, and shape of the vocal tract. It fundamentally
provides a number of LPC coeﬃcients (speech parameters) that are related to the
conﬁguration of the vocal tract. These speech parameters can be used as multiplier
values in digital ﬁlters to produce a spectrally whitened signal [25].
Let us assume that a signal s(n) is modeled by a linear combination of past samples
and the source signal can be represented as [26][27]:
s(n) =
p∑
k=1
aks(n− k) +Gu(n) (3.1)
In the above equation G is the gain parameter, u(n) is the white noise excitation
signal and ak is linear prediction coeﬃcient. If we take the Z-transform of the above
equation, we get
S(z) =
p∑
k=1
akz
−kS(z) +GU(z) (3.2)
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which leads us to the transfer function H(z)
H(z) =
S(z)
GU(z)
=
1
1−∑pk=1akz−k = 1A(z) (3.3)
where
A(z) = 1−
p∑
k=1
akz
−k (3.4)
Now, we will observe the LPC with the perspective of estimating the sample of a
signal based on the past samples. Let sˆ(n) be a random process that predicts s(n)
as a linear combination of past samples and can be deﬁned as:
sˆ(n) =
p∑
k=1
aks(n− k) (3.5)
The prediction error e(n) is deﬁned as:
e(n) = s(n)− sˆ(n) = s(n)−
p∑
k=1
aks(n− k) (3.6)
The z-transform of the prediction error is given as:
E(z) = S(z)(1−
p∑
k=1
akz
−k) = A(z)S(z) =
S(z)
H(z)
(3.7)
Figure 3.6 depicts an inverse whitening ﬁlter model.
P(z)
Prediction Filter
s(n)
e(n)
S(n)
A(z) = 1 - P(z) : Inverse (Whitening) Filter
Figure 3.6: Inverse whitening ﬁlter
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In Figure 3.6, P(z) is the prediction ﬁlter and can be deﬁned as:
P (z) =
p∑
k=1
akz
−k (3.8)
The fundamental objective of the linear prediction is to ﬁnd the set of linear pre-
diction coeﬃcients ak
p
k=1 that can minimize the prediction error variance. The pre-
diction error variance for linear prediction of order p can be deﬁned as:
Dp = E[e(n)
2] = E[(s(n)− sˆ(n))2] (3.9)
By minimizing Dp we obtain the linear prediction coeﬃcients that are equivalent to
minimizing the average ratio of the signal spectrum to its LPC spectrum. There are
number of methods to obtain these prediction coeﬃcients ak. The method that has
been used in this thesis is the autocorrelation method. To obtain ak using autocorre-
lation method, we have used Levinson-Durbin algorithm [28]. After obtaining these
coeﬃcients, they are used in digital ﬁlters for deﬁning their behaviour as multiplier
values. The ﬁlter that is used is Direct Form II Transposed Structure which is a
direct implementation of a standard diﬀerence equation [29]. The input signal s[n]
is ﬁltered by using the LPC coeﬃcients ak resulting in a whitened signal. Figure
3.7 shows the response of the ﬁlter based on the LPC coeﬃcients ak. The number
of LPC coeﬃcients used to describe the response of this ﬁlter is 12.
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Figure 3.8 shows the spectrum of c major chord before and after spectral whitening.
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Figure 3.8: Original and whitened spectrum of c major chord.
3.3.2 PHAT-β
When a signal is represented in the frequency domain, its phase and spectral mag-
nitude play a diﬀerent role. In some cases, by just retaining the phase of the signal
we are able to preserve most of the important features of a signal [30].
This method of spectral whitening is based on Phase Transform (PHAT) which cor-
respond to Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) normalized by the magnitude [31][32].
A parametric variant of the PHAT is also used for partial whitening of the signal
[33]. The PHAT variant is referred to as β and is proven to be very beneﬁcial in
partial whitening process as it controls the whitening of the signal.
Spectral whitening can also be achieved by only using PHAT. In that case a signal
is completely whitened and can have some drawbacks. One of the major short-
comings are the over-ampliﬁcation of noise spectral regions especially in the case of
narrowband signals where independent noise has the tendency to dominate much of
the frequency band. In such cases performance of chord detection actually degrades
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from the PHAT application. To overcome this problem, we use the modiﬁed version
of PHAT i.e. PHAT-β where the parameter β controls the degree of whitening and
limits the amount of degradation from the independent noise.
This spectral whitening technique is simple and straight-forward. Figure 3.9 repre-
sents a ﬂow chart diagram of the spectral whitening model.
s(n) Whitened Signal
Inverse 
DFT(S(k;β ))
Figure 3.9: PHAT-β based spectral whitening model
Let s(n) be the input audio signal with N samples where n = 0,1,2,...,N-1 in the
index. The resulting DFT spectrum is given for k = 0,1,2,...,N-1 as:
S(k) =
N−1∑
n=0
e−
j2pikn
N s(n) (3.10)
where j =
√−1. This results in a vector of complex numbers in the frequency
domain,
S(k) = R(k) + jI(k) (3.11)
R and I are the real and imaginary components of vector S. We can also represent
S(k) in magnitude and phase angle form.
S(k) = M(k)ejφk (3.12)
where
M(k) =
√
R2(k) + I2(k) (3.13)
and
φ(k) = arctan
I(k)
R(k)
(3.14)
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While normalizing every complex number by dividing both real and imaginary parts
of S(k) by M(k), we attempt to whiten the spectrum of the signal [34]. Finally, the
PHAT-β or partial whitening transform can be denoted as:
S(k; β) =
S(k)
|M(k)|β (3.15)
In Equation 3.16, β is a real number that can vary between 0 and 1. If β = 1, equa-
tion 3.16 becomes the conventional PHAT and the signal is completely whitened.
For β = 0, the transform has no eﬀect on the original signal. Intermediate β values
result in partial whitening. For application to time-domain implementations, the
inverse DFT of the PHAT-β is taken after the transform has been applied in the
frequency domain [35].
Figure 3.10 shows the spectrum of c major chord before and after spectral whitening
with the β value of 0.55.
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Figure 3.10: Original and whitened spectrum of c major chord.
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3.4 Feature Extraction
The algorithm further transforms the input sequence to a DFT spectrum. Let fs be
the sampling frequency and x(n) be the whitened signal with N samples where n =
0,1,2,...,N-1 in the index. The resulting DFT spectrum is given for k = 0,1,2,...,N-1
as
X(k) =
N−1∑
n=0
e−
2pijkn
N x(n) (3.16)
The DFT magnitude spectrum yields to a trained data (features) that can be used
further for pattern matching. Since most of the interesting energy lies at lower audio
frequencies, therefore we only consider a certain region of feature vector for further
processing. This results in a fast and eﬃcient way of pattern matching as we tend
to reduce the dimensionality of the feature vectors.
3.5 Pattern Matching
Pattern matching is done by matching the test feature vector with the pre-existing
patterns present in the reference database. The reference database contains the data
that has been trained using the similar feature extraction technique. For matching
the patterns we use some of the following distance metrics:
Cosine Distance Metric:
Cosine distance metric which tells us how much closely related the two vectors are
or in other words how similar the two vectors are. Consider we have two vectors of
attributes x and y, the cosine distance metric can be calculated as follows:
d(x, y) = 1− cos(x, y) (3.17)
d(x, y) = 1− < x, y >|x||y| (3.18)
d(x, y) = 1−
∑n
i=1xiyi√∑n
i=1(xi)
2
√∑n
i=1(yi)
2
(3.19)
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As the angle between the vectors shortens, the cosine angle approaches one which
means the two vectors are getting closer resulting in increase in similarity. In this
thesis, cosine distance metric has been mainly used for pattern matching but the
system was also evaluated by using some other most commonly used distance met-
rics. Based on that, some comparisons are also made (see Section 5.5).
Euclidean Distance Metric:
The distance between points x and y in a Euclidean space Rn is given by
d(x, y) =
√
Σni=1|xi − yi|2 (3.20)
Correlation Distance Metric:
d(x, y) = 1− (x− x¯)(y − y¯)
′√
(x− x¯)(x− x¯)′√(y − y¯)(y − y¯)′ (3.21)
where
x and y are row vectors.
x¯ =
1
n
Σjxj
y¯ =
1
n
Σjyj
Spearman Distance Metric:
d(x, y) = 1− (rx − r¯x)(ry − r¯y)
′√
(rx − r¯x)(rx − r¯x)′
√
(ry − r¯y)(ry − r¯y)′
(3.22)
where
rx and ry are the coordinate-wise rank vectors of x and y [36].
rx = (rx1, rx2, rx3, ...rxn)
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r¯x =
1
n
Σjrxj =
(n+ 1)
2
r¯y =
1
n
Σjryj =
(n+ 1)
2
City Block Distance Metric:
d(x, y) = Σnj=1|xj − yj| (3.23)
3.5.1 k-Nearest Neighbor Classiﬁer
K-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) is one of the most straight-forward classiﬁers.
K-NN classiﬁcations is mostly used when there is little or no prior knowledge of
distribution of data. It is a type of an instance-based learning where there is no
training phase explicitly. In the k-NN algorithm, an unclassiﬁed object is assigned
to a class that is most heavily represented among its k nearest neighbors [37].
In k-NN classiﬁcation, we assume that the data is in a feature space. The data can
be scalars, vectors or even multidimensional vectors. The fact that the points are in
the feature space, they have a notion of distance. The distance metric does not need
to be Euclidean although it is most commonly used, it can be cosine, Minkowski,
Spearman etc. In this thesis, we have mostly emphasized on the cosine distance
metric although the developed system has been evaluated using other distance met-
rics.
The variable k in k-nearest neighbor classiﬁer decides how many neighbor(s) are go-
ing to be used for classiﬁcation or how many neighbor(s) inﬂuence the classiﬁcation.
k is a real number and is generally chosen to be odd. This leads us to two cases:
1. Case I : k = 1 or Nearest Neighbor Rule
2. Case II: k = K or k-Nearest Neighbor Rule
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Case I: k = 1 or Nearest Neighbor Rule
This is the simplest scenario where k = 1. In this case, the unclassiﬁed object is
assigned to the class of its nearest neighbor. Let x be an object to be classiﬁed
and let y be an object nearest to x. The nearest neighbor (NN) rule will assign the
class of y to x. This procedure can result a huge error if the test samples are not
very large but if the number of test samples are very large, then there is a very high
chance that class of x and y are same [38].
Case II : k = K or k-Nearest Neighbor Rule
In this case, the value of k is greater than 1 and is mostly an odd number. For an
unclassiﬁed object x, the k-NN algorithm can be summarized as follows [39]:
• In the feature space, identify the k nearest neighbors out of N training vectors.
• Out of k chosen samples, vectors ki are identiﬁed that belong to classes wi,
where i = 1,2,3,...,M.
• x is assigned to the class wi based on the majority voting or based on the
maximum number of ki samples.
Figure 3.11 illustrates an example of k-NN classiﬁcation.
Unknown
k = 3
k = 5
Figure 3.11: k-NN classiﬁcation example
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In the above ﬁgure the unclassiﬁed sample is represented by circle. Now there are
two classes i.e. triangle and square. Based on the value of k, either the circle is
classiﬁed to the class of squares or triangles. Let us suppose that k = 3. For this
value of k, the k-NN algorithm will classify circle to the triangle class. For the value
of k = 5, the k-NN algorithm would classify the circle to the square class.
It can be noticed that the accuracy of k-NN algorithm increases with the high value
of k but at the same time, the computation cost is also increased.
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4. DATABASE
In this chapter we discuss about the database that we created in order to test our
guitar chord detection system. The ﬁrst section gives an overview of the database
and total number of chords played. Section 4.2 deals with the number of guitars
used for playing the chords and their mistakes. Diﬀerent kinds of recording sources
has been discussed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 describes the room acoustics while
the format of the audio data is discussed in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 discusses the
database organization and ﬁnally Section 4.7 presents the statistics of the database.
4.1 Overview
We recorded a collection of guitar chords with the sampling rate of 44.1 kHz in order
to have a general purpose database for guitar related audio experiments. Chords
that were recorded are listed in table 4.1:
Table 4.1: List of chords recorded
Name e A D G B E
A x 0 2 2 2 0
A Minor x 0 2 2 1 0
B x 2 4 4 4 x
B Minor x 2 4 4 3 2
C Major x 3 2 0 1 0
D x x 0 2 3 2
D Minor x x 0 2 3 1
E 0 2 2 1 0 0
E Minor 0 2 2 0 0 0
F (1) 1 3 3 2 1 1
F (2) x x 3 2 1 1
F (3) x x 3 2 1 x
F Minor 1 3 3 1 1 1
G 3 2 0 0 3 3
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In Table 4.1 the characters e,A,D,G,B and E are the names of the strings of the
guitar. The highest string is named as e and the lowest string is named as E. The
numbers 3,2,1 etc means the fret number of that particular string and number 0
means that the string is played open. The character x means the string is kept
silent.
In addition to these standard chords, a series of typical playing mistakes were also
recorded. Mistakes are the erroneous versions of a chord i.e. versions of a chord
where typical playing errors are made. The total number of chords and their mis-
takes were 66. The mistakes included chords with extra notes (e.g. e and A strings
for the D major chord), wrong notes, and missing notes. We selected the mistakes
based on the opinions of an experienced guitar teacher, and they were veriﬁed by
interviewing three young guitar players who still remembered what type of prob-
lems they faced while learning the chords. Table 4.2 shows a brief description of
C major chord along with its mistakes that were recorded and stored in the database.
Table 4.2: C major chord and mistakes with their description
Name e A D G B E Description
C Major x 3 2 0 1 0 Correct version
Mistake 1 0 3 2 0 1 0 One extra note on e string
Mistake 2 x 3 x 0 1 0 Missed one note on D string
Mistake 3 x 3 x x 1 x Missed three notes on D, G and E strings
Mistake 4 x 3 2 0 1 x Missed one note on E string
Mistake 5 x 3 2 0 0 1 Wrong note on E and B strings
Mistake 6 x 3 0 2 1 0 Wrong notes on D and G strings
Mistake 7 x 0 3 2 1 0 Wrong notes on A, D and G strings
4.2 Guitars
All the chords and their mistakes were played and recorded with four diﬀerent gui-
tars: two nylon-string acoustic guitars and two steel-string acoustic guitars simulta-
neously. The guitars are denoted as Nylon I, Nylon II, Steel I and Steel II. Quality
of sound varies among the guitars e.g. sound quality of Nylon I is better than that
of Nylon II and similarly the sound quality of Steel I is better than that of Steel II.
We also took into consideration the two most common playing styles i.e. pick and
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thumb. In thumb playing style, the guitar is played by plucking the strings directly
from the ﬁnger tips or thumb of the hand whereas is pick style playing, the guitar
is played by plucking the string with a pick. Pick is a plectrum often shaped as an
acute isosceles triangle and it is mostly made of plastic.
By recording the chords and their mistakes with both of the playing styles, we had a
number of chord instances stored in our database. An instance is a recorded piece of
any chord (including mistakes). Table 4.3 shows the database statistics with respect
to the guitars used.
Table 4.3: Database statistics with respect to guitars
Guitars Number of instances
Nylon I 844
Nylon II 866
Steel I 918
Steel II 772
Total (chord instances) 3400
In the Table 4.3, we can see the number of instances vary because in the recording
session we experienced crashing of some of the recording equipments.
4.3 Recording Setup
Each guitar was recorded with six diﬀerent microphones; built-in microphones of
three laptops and iPad 2, and two professional microphones. Details of the micro-
phones are shown below:
Built-in Microphones
• Dell Inspiron (laptop)
• Lenovo (laptop)
• Apple macbook (laptop)
• iPad 2
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Professional Microphones
• AKG C460B
• AKG C414B-XLS
Both of the professional microphones were connected to a pre-ampliﬁer and the au-
dio data was converted from analog to digital by RME ﬁreface 800 AD-converter and
then connected to a PC. The PC was placed in another room. All the laptops and
iPad 2 were placed on a table in front of the player, the ﬁrst professional microphone
(AKG C460B) was placed on a stand behind the table, and the second professional
microphone (AKG C414B-XLS) was placed 20-30 centimetres from the sound-hole
of the acoustic guitar. Figure 4.1 provides the illustration of the recording room and
the recording setup.
Figure 4.1: Recording room
All the six recordings were done simultaneously using a cross-platform digital au-
dio editor called Audacity. Table 4.4 shows the amount of chord instances being
recorded and stored in the database. The amount of chord instances from Lenovo
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and iPad 2 are quiet less as compare to others because they crashed number of
times while recording.
Table 4.4: Database statistics with respect to recording sources
Recording Source Number of instances
Dell Inspiron 526
Lenovo 396
Apple Macbook 526
iPad 2 374
AKG C460B 526
AKG C414B-XLS 526
Mean (professional microphones) 526
Total (chord instances) 3400
In Table 4.4 Mean (professional microphones) refers to the conversion from stereo
to mono as we made audio data from AKG C460B to be channel 1 and that of AKG
C414B-XLS to be channel 2 and took the average of both the channels. Figure 4.2
shows a correct instance of C major chord recorded by AKG C460B and played by
Steel II guitar with the playing style pick.
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Figure 4.2: C major chord
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4.4 Room Acoustics
The database was recorded during two consecutive days in the premises of Tampere
University of Technology. The used room was dedicated for listening and recording
purposes and its dimensions were 4.53 x 3.96 x 2.59 m. The interior of the room
consisted of sofas and wooden table and some acoustic panels. Other devices in the
room are audio equipment such as speakers, diﬀusers, racks and a projector can-
vas. The room contains three wall mounted sound diﬀractors and bass traps. The
amount of background noise and other disturbances were also kept to minimum and
the reverberations time T60 of the room was 260 ms.
4.5 Format of the Audio Data
Chords and their mistakes were manually annotated and stored as one ﬁle in wav
format. The sampling rate for all the chord instances was 44.1 kHz and the reso-
lution was kept to be 16 bits and was stored in monophonic form. The audio data
from iPad 2 was in m4a format and it was converted to wav. The recordings done by
the professional microphones (AKG C460B and AKG C414B-XLS) had the sampling
rate of 48 kHz so we downsample them to 44.1 kHz and stored them in the database.
4.6 Database Organization
The directory structure of the database is very simple and straight-forward. All the
recordings were segmented and the chords were organized in the database according
to recording source, guitar type and playing style. An example is shown below:
/Database/Chord Instance/Recording Source/Guitar Type_Playing Style.format
/Database/C_x32010_correct/iPad/Nylon1_pick.wav
In this way the database was organized so that a chord instance with any variation
can be accessed easily.
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4.7 Statistics of the Database
All the chords in the database do not have the same number of mistakes or in other
words not every chord has the same amount of playing errors e.g. the chord E minor
is comparatively easy played chord due to its ﬁnger placement and hence it has less
amount of playing errors (see table A.1). Table 4.5 shows the number of instances
from diﬀerent chords with their statistics.
Table 4.5: Database statistics
Chord No. of instances %
A 270 7.9 %
A Minor 216 6.3 %
B 216 6.3 %
B Minor 200 5.9 %
C Major 358 10.5 %
D 250 7.3 %
D Minor 270 7.9 %
E 324 9.5 %
E Minor 150 4.4 %
F 670 19.7 %
F minor 260 7.6 %
G 216 6.3 %
Total 3400 100%
After recording such many variations, we were able to create a comprehensive
database of 3400 chord instances that could then be used for experimenting with
diﬀerent variations of the sound sources. The database is organized so that it can
be used for diﬀerent experiments other than chord detection and also the size of the
database can be increased.
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5. EVALUATION
This chapter discusses the evaluation of the guitar chord detection system. Based
on the spectral whitening techniques, both of the models i.e. LPC and PHAT-β are
evaluated independently according to diﬀerent sets of parameters. The ﬁrst section
gives an overview of the evaluation methods and procedures. Section 5.2 discusses
the LPC based system's evaluation while Section 5.3 shows the evaluation of PHAT-
β based system. The performance of the system under diﬀerent noise conditions are
discussed in Section 5.4 and ﬁnally in Section 5.5 we discuss the system's perfor-
mance with diﬀerent distance metrics.
5.1 Overview
The performance of the system was evaluated using both of the spectral whitening
techniques i.e. LPC and PHAT-β. Using both of the techniques, the system was
tested with four acoustic guitars; two nylon string and two steel string. The guitars
are denoted as Nylon I, Nylon II, Steel I and Steel II.
The tests were conducted by selecting ﬁrst one guitar for testing purposes then
the chord instances from the other three guitars were trained and their features
(patterns) were stored. Similarity was calculated between chord instances of the
test data and the relevant features present in the reference database. For example if
the test data is a C major chord, then based on the prior knowledge the similarity
would be only calculated with the patterns (features) of C major and its mistakes.
Cosine distance metric is used for similarity computation. Finally, the classiﬁcation
would be done based on the k-NN classiﬁers.This leads to a 4-fold cross validation
test procedure leading to four diﬀerent test cases.
The system is said to detect a chord instance correctly if a classiﬁed chord is exactly
equal to the test chord based on the prior knowledge of the test chord e.g. if the
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test chord is C major and the classiﬁed chord is also C major then the system has
detected a chord instance correctly. With respect to this evaluation method, the
performance of the chord detection system was also calculated in accordance with
each guitar and can be shown as:
Performance =
Number of correctly detected chords
Total chords detected
× 100% (5.1)
5.2 LPC Based System
The performance of the LPC based system depends on four parameters. These
parameters are shown as follows:
1. Maximum frequency (fmax) of the feature vector (FV)
2. DFT length
3. LPC ﬁlter coeﬃcients
4. k for k-NN classiﬁer
We vary each parameter on an individual basis while keeping others as constant. In
this way we are able to evaluate the system by selecting the best possible values for
each parameter.
We begin the evaluation by ﬁrst varying the fmax of the feature vector while the
other parameters are kept constant. The fmax of the feature vector deﬁnes the
amount of features that are selected for the evaluation. For example, if the fmax of
the feature vector is 3KHz, then the system will only consider features up to 3KHz
from the feature vector for evaluation. The other parameters i.e the length of DFT,
LPC ﬁlter coeﬃcients and k for k-NN classiﬁer are kept constant. Table 5.1 shows
the performance of the system with diﬀerent maximum frequencies of the feature
vector.
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Table 5.1: LPC based system's performance with varying fmax of the feature vector
fmax Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
1KHz 63.0% 65.4% 64.5% 73.8% 66.6%
2KHz 59.7% 61.8% 61.3% 68.9% 62.9%
3KHz 58.0% 60.7% 58.9% 67.1% 61.1%
4KHz 52.3% 58.8% 60.6% 65.4% 59.2%
5KHz 50.4% 57.3% 59.9% 62.7% 57.5%
6KHz 49.7% 56.3% 58.6% 62.2% 56.7%
7KHz 49.3% 56.4% 58.8% 62.3% 56.7%
8KHz 48.1% 56.1% 58.1% 62.3% 56.1%
In Table 5.1, the DFT length was kept to be 8192 while the number of LPC ﬁlter
coeﬃcients used were 12. The value of k was kept to be 1. We can clearly see
from the above table that LPC based system gives the best detection results when
features up to 1KHz are used from feature vector. The LPC based system performs
better with low frequencies since the cosine distance metric measures the weight of
all the frequencies equally and the lowest are the most informative. Therefore when
we do not use the higher frequencies from the feature vector, the LPC based system
performs better. For further evaluation of the LPC based system we will use up to
1KHz of features.
Now we move to the next parameter on which the performance of the LPC based
system is also highly dependent i.e. DFT length. For evaluating the system with
diﬀerent DFT lengths we keep the other parameters constant. Table 5.2 shows the
performance of the system with diﬀerent DFT lengths.
Table 5.2: LPC based system's performance with diﬀerent DFT lengths
DFT Length Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
1024 43.1% 47.5% 44.1% 57.0% 47.9%
2048 56.4% 58.9% 53.6% 67.4% 59.1%
4096 60.2% 63.9% 61.9% 72.6% 64.6%
8192 63.0% 65.4% 64.5% 73.8% 66.6%
16384 63.5% 65.2% 65.4% 71.9% 66.5%
32768 62.1% 65.0% 65.1% 71.5% 65.9%
In Table 5.2, we only used frequencies up to 1KHz from the feature vector while the
number of LPC ﬁlter coeﬃcients are 12. The value of k is kept to be 1. We can
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clearly see from the table that the system gives better detection results with DFT
length of 8192.
We further investigate the LPC based system's performance based on diﬀerent
amount of LPC ﬁlter coeﬃcients. For this purpose we vary the amount of ﬁlter
coeﬃcients while the other parameters are kept constant. The other parameters
include the maximum frequency of the feature vector, DFT length and the value of
k for k-NN classiﬁer. Frequencies up to 1KHz are used from feature vector while
the length of DFT is 8192. The value of k is kept as 1. Table 5.3 shows the system's
performance with respect to diﬀerent number of LPC ﬁlter coeﬃcients.
Table 5.3: LPC based system's performance with diﬀerent number of LPC ﬁlter coeﬃcients
LPC Coeﬃcients Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
1 61.0% 61.7% 59.9% 72.5% 63.7%
2 62.5% 67.0% 63.9% 73.0% 66.6%
3 64.8% 65.2% 66.4% 73.8% 67.5%
4 66.1% 65.3% 66.0% 73.7% 67.7%
5 67.1% 63.5% 65.2% 72.7% 67.1%
6 66.7% 62.9% 65.1% 74.3% 67.2%
7 65.1% 64.2% 63.6% 73.2% 66.5%
8 64.9% 65.2% 64.1% 74.3% 67.1%
9 64.8% 65.1% 65.2% 74.3% 67.3%
10 64.8% 65.3% 65.2% 74.3% 67.4%
11 64.2% 65.3% 64.7% 73.6% 66.9%
12 64.8% 65.4% 65.4% 73.8% 67.3%
13 65.1% 65.4% 66.2% 73.9% 67.6%
14 64.7% 65.3% 65.8% 73.6% 67.3%
15 65.5% 67.7% 65.4% 74.3% 68.2%
16 65.5% 67.4% 66.7% 75.1% 68.6%
17 66.0% 67.2% 66.7% 74.7% 68.6%
18 65.5% 67.6% 66.7% 75.0% 68.7%
19 64.8% 67.7% 67.6% 75.8% 68.9%
20 65.4% 66.8% 67.4% 75.6% 68.8%
From the above table, it can be seen that the system performs better when we use
19 LPC ﬁlter coeﬃcients. For further evaluation we keep the number of LPC ﬁlter
coeﬃcients as 19, DFT length to be 8192 and fmax of the feature vector as 1KHz.
The last parameter in the evaluation of LPC based system is the value of k for k-
NN classiﬁer. Table 5.4 shows the performance of the system according to diﬀerent
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values of k.
Table 5.4: LPC based system's performance with diﬀerent values of k
k Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
1 64.8% 65.4% 65.4% 73.8% 67.3%
3 64.9% 68.6% 67.1% 73.5% 68.5%
5 67.6% 70.2% 66.7% 75.8% 70.1%
7 68.8% 71.6% 71.0% 76.0% 71.8%
9 68.8% 70.8% 71.1% 74.9% 71.4%
11 68.2% 70.0% 71.2% 76.3% 71.4%
13 69.7% 69.1% 70.2% 75.5% 71.1%
15 72.2% 70.0% 71.1% 74.9% 72.0%
17 70.3% 70.1% 71.2% 73.6% 71.3%
It can be seen from Table 5.4 that the LPC based system performs best when the
value of k is 13. The LPC based system gives the best chord detection results with
the following parameters:
• fmax of the feature vector: 1KHz
• DFT length: 8192
• Number of LPC ﬁlter coeﬃcients: 19
• k for k-NN classiﬁer: 15
The LPC based system's performance and random guess rate are shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: LPC based system's performance and random guess rate
Case Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
Eﬃciency 72.2% 70.0% 71.1% 74.9% 72.00%
Random guess rate 22.1% 22.1% 22.2% 22.2% 22.15%
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5.3 PHAT-β Based System
The performance of the PHAT-β based system also depends on four parameters.
These parameters are shown as follows:
1. fmax of the feature vector
2. DFT length
3. Whitening parameter β
4. k for k-NN classiﬁer
The PHAT-β based system is also evaluated in the similar manner as the LPC based
system. We select and vary each parameter one at a time while keeping others as
constant. In this manner we are able to get the best possible values for parameters
with which the system performs best. We begin the evaluation by ﬁrst varying the
fmax of the feature vector while keeping other parameters constant.The other pa-
rameters include the DFT length, whitening parameter β and k for k-NN classiﬁer.
Table 5.6 shows the performance of the PHAT-β based system with varying fmax of
the feature vector.
Table 5.6: PHAT-β based system's performance with varying fmax of the feature vector
fmax Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
1KHz 67.2% 78.4% 72.7% 83.4% 75.4%
2KHz 73.6% 80.6% 74.8% 82.2% 77.8%
3KHz 73.7% 80.9% 75.0% 83.7% 78.3%
4KHz 72.8% 80.7% 74.9% 83.2% 77.9%
5KHz 73.5% 80.5% 75.2% 82.7% 77.9%
6KHz 73.5% 80.6% 75.5% 82.2% 77.9%
7KHz 73.2% 80.4% 74.7% 82.0% 77.5%
8KHz 73.3% 80.7% 74.3% 82.0% 77.5%
In Table 5.6, the DFT length was kept to be 8192 while the whitening parameter β
was kept as 0.55. The value of k was kept to be 1. It can be clearly seen from the
above table that, when we select features up to 3KHz from the feature vector, the
PHAT-β based system gives the best detection results. For further evaluation of the
PHAT-β based system we will use up to 4KHz of features from feature vector.
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Now we move to the next parameter i.e. DFT length. The performance of the
PHAT-β based system is also highly dependent on the length of DFT. For evaluat-
ing the system with diﬀerent DFT lengths we keep the other parameters constant.
Table 5.7 shows the performance of the system with diﬀerent DFT lengths.
Table 5.7: PHAT-β based system's performance with diﬀerent DFT lengths
DFT Length Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
1024 43.7% 49.6% 48.4% 57.7% 49.8%
2048 57.1% 65.8% 60.4% 69.7% 63.2%
4096 65.8% 75.7% 68.9% 79.6% 72.5%
8192 73.7% 80.9% 75.0% 83.7% 78.3%
16384 73.8% 77.3% 76.3% 82.3% 77.4%
32768 75.1% 77.1% 76.7% 82.1% 77.7%
In table 5.7, we used up to 3KHz of features from feature vector. The whitening
parameter β was kept to be 0.55 while the value of k was kept as 1. It can be
noticed that DFT with length 8192 gives the best detection results. For further
evaluation we will use 8192 as the length of DFT.
We further investigate the performance of the PHAT-β based system by varying
the whitening parameter β. For this purpose we vary the value of β and keep the
other parameters as constants. The other parameters include the fmax of the feature
vector, DFT length and the value of k for k-NN classiﬁer. The maximum frequency
of the feature vector remains to be 3KHz while the DFT length is kept as 8192.
The value of k is kept to be 1.
Table 5.8 shows the PHAT-β based system's performance with respect varying
whitening parameter β.
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Table 5.8: PHAT-β based system's performance with diﬀerent values of β
β Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
0.00 58.3% 66.2% 63.1% 79.4% 66.7%
0.05 63.5% 67.8% 64.2% 80.6% 69.0%
0.10 65.5% 69.5% 65.9% 82.1% 70.7%
0.15 67.2% 70.9% 67.1% 82.4% 71.9%
0.20 68.5% 72.6% 68.8% 83.4% 73.3%
0.25 70.6% 74.2% 69.6% 84.7% 74.7%
0.30 71.9% 75.9% 71.3% 84.5% 75.9%
0.35 73.2% 77.5% 72.6% 84.9% 77.0%
0.40 72.6% 79.5% 74.9% 84.9% 77.9%
0.45 74.4% 80.7% 75.9% 84.3% 78.8%
0.50 74.6% 80.9% 76.7% 83.7% 78.9%
0.55 73.7% 80.9% 75.0% 83.7% 78.3%
0.60 72.7% 80.6% 74.4% 81.6% 77.3%
0.65 71.0% 77.8% 72.4% 80.3% 75.4%
0.70 69.0% 75.1% 70.5% 79.6% 73.5%
0.75 67.1% 71.4% 67.1% 77.3% 70.7%
0.80 61.3% 65.3% 62.8% 72.5% 65.4%
0.85 56.2% 57.7% 56.0% 68.1% 59.5%
0.90 50.5% 51.1% 51.4% 62.9% 53.9%
0.95 45.2% 45.4% 45.5% 56.8% 48.2%
1.00 41.0% 37.1% 40.7% 51.3% 42.5%
From the above table, it can be observed that the system performs best when the
value of β is 0.5. For further evaluation we keep the value of β to be 0.5, DFT
length to be 8192 and fmax of the feature vector to be 3KHz. The last parameter in
the evaluation of PHAT-β based system is the value of k for k-NN classiﬁer. Table
5.10 shows the performance of the system according to diﬀerent values of k.
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Table 5.9: PHAT-β based system's performance with diﬀerent values of k
k Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
1 74.6% 80.9% 76.7% 83.7% 78.9%
3 72.7% 82.7% 76.8% 84.4% 79.1%
5 75.0% 82.4% 80.3% 86.2% 80.9%
7 74.5% 83.0% 80.6% 87.5% 81.4%
9 75.4% 83.1% 81.4% 86.1% 81.5%
11 73.6% 83.1% 82.6% 87.4% 81.7%
13 75.7% 84.6% 83.9% 86.0% 82.5%
15 75.1% 82.1% 83.4% 87.0% 81.9%
17 72.9% 83.9% 82.4% 87.7% 81.7%
It can be seen from table 5.9 that the system performs best when the value of k
is 11. The PHAT-β based system gives the best chord detection results with the
following parameters:
• fmax of the feature vector: 3KHz
• DFT length: 8192
• Whiteneing parameter β: 0.50
• Value of k: 13
The overall PHAT-β based system's performance and random guess rate are shown
in table 5.10.
Table 5.10: PHAT-β based system's performance and random guess rate
Case Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
Eﬃciency 75.7% 84.6% 83.9% 86.0% 82.50%
Random guess rate 22.1% 22.1% 22.2% 22.2% 22.15%
5.4 System's Performance Under Diﬀerent Noise Conditions
The LPC based system and PHAT-β based system were evaluated under diﬀerent
noise conditions. In order to check the robustness of the system we added a number
of realistic noises and white noise to our test data and conducted all the four test
cases. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) was kept to be 0dB for all the realistic noises
while it varied from -20dB to 20dB for the white noise. All the test parameters were
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kept constant. For evaluating the system with realistic noise, a database was used
that was created by the Audio Research Team of TUT in 2001 [40]. The details
related to the recording equipment that was used to record the realistic noises are
as follows:
• Two AKG C460B microphones
• Sony TCD-D10 Pro DAT Recorder
• PSP-2 stereo pre-ampliﬁer
• Bruel and Kjaer Type 4321 microphone calibrator
Some daily life noises were added to the test data and then the performance of the
system was evaluated with noisy test data. Noise of automobiles, outdoor noise of
streets and roads, noise of indoor public social places like restaurants and cafeterias,
natural noises, and indoor noise from oﬃces and homes were used for evaluation.
Outdoor Places
The outdoor sounds heard in our daily lives e.g. traﬃc sounds, sounds of people
talking, wind sound, cell phone ringing etc, were added to the test data and then
the performance of the system was evaluated. Table 5.11 shows the performance of
the system under diﬀerent outdoor noises.
Table 5.11: System's performance after adding diﬀerent outdoor noises to the test data
System Case Nylon I Nylon II Steel I Steel II Mean
Natural 1 48.0% 60.3% 53.5% 67.2% 57.2%
Natural 2 63.9% 64.9% 62.4% 71.7% 65.7%
Street 1 42.8% 53.7% 41.4% 60.6% 49.6%
LPC Street 2 55.0% 61.8% 55.1% 68.3% 60.0%
Road 1 53.8% 63.9% 57.1% 69.4% 61.0%
Road 2 59.3% 64.0% 56.2% 70.3% 62.4%
Natural 1 60.5% 73.2% 69.0% 78.4% 70.2%
Natural 2 70.0% 81.0% 79.5% 85.7% 79.0%
Street 1 56.4% 63.7% 63.8% 69.6% 63.4%
PHAT-β Street 2 63.1% 76.0% 72.5% 80.3% 72.9%
Road 1 63.9% 77.2% 73.7% 81.8% 74.1%
Road 2 65.2% 78.4% 76.5% 84.9% 76.2%
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It can be observed from Table 5.11 that the LPC based system shows on average
59.3% while the PHAT-β based system shows 72.6% accuracy when evaluated under
outdoor noises.
Indoor Public Places
The performance of the system was also evaluated by adding the noise of indoor
public places to the test data. Noises like inside shopping malls, cafeterias, restau-
rants, oﬃces and indoor crowded places were used for the evaluation. Table 5.12
shows the performance of the system under diﬀerent indoor public place noises.
Table 5.12: System's performance after adding diﬀerent indoor public place noises to the
test data
System Case Nylon I Nylon II Steel I Steel II Mean
Supermarket 1 47.2% 59.1% 50.2% 66.4% 55.7%
Supermarket 2 56.1% 62.1% 55.3% 69.2% 60.6%
Cafeteria 1 56.3% 63.8% 55.9% 69.8% 61.4%
Cafeteria 2 57.8% 65.2% 57.8% 70.0% 62.7%
Restaurant 1 38.3% 55.3% 43.4% 58.6% 48.9%
LPC Restaurant 2 57.9% 64.2% 57.8% 70.5% 62.6%
Oﬃce 1 61.1% 65.9% 57.7% 69.2% 63.4%
Oﬃce 2 32.1% 48.1% 38.7% 49.7% 42.1%
Croud 1 35.6% 52.5% 39.3% 55.2% 45.65%
Croud 2 48.0% 61.6% 49.7% 66.0% 56.3%
Supermarket 1 57.6% 69.8% 63.8% 72.5% 65.9%
Supermarket 2 67.5% 74.8% 77.2% 84.9% 76.1%
Cafeteria 1 62.4% 75.6% 76.4% 78.7% 73.2%
Cafeteria 2 62.4% 75.6% 73.6% 79.4% 72.7%
Restaurant 1 59.2% 67.0% 59.7% 68.1% 63.5%
PHAT-β Restaurant 2 64.5% 74.7% 70.9% 81.7% 72.9%
Oﬃce 1 67.6% 81.2% 79.3% 85.2% 78.3%
Oﬃce 2 40.1% 62.8% 43.3% 57.8% 51.0%
Croud 1 43.7% 58.7% 44.7% 57.9% 51.2%
Croud 2 55.4% 69.0% 64.9% 75.9% 66.3%
From the Table 5.12, it can be observed that the LPC based system shows on aver-
age 56.8% while PHAT-β based system shows 67.1% accuracy when evaluated with
a set of noises from indoor social places.
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Indoor Private Places
System's performance was also evaluated by indoor residential noises. Sounds inside
a house e.g. Television noise in the living room, sounds inside of the bathroom,
sounds of utensils in kitchen etc. were added to the test for the evaluation of the
system. Table 5.13 shows the performance of the system under diﬀerent indoor place
noises.
Table 5.13: System's performance after adding diﬀerent indoor private place noises to the
test data
System Case Nylon I Nylon II Steel I Steel II Mean
Kitchen 1 62.5% 65.2% 62.3% 69.8% 64.9%
Kitchen 2 54.0% 65.1% 56.3% 68.8% 61.0%
LPC Living Room 23.6% 23.9% 18.3% 24.2% 22.5%
Bathroom 1 63.8% 63.5% 62.7% 69.5% 64.8%
Bathroom 2 60.5% 63.9% 64.6% 71.5% 65.1%
Kitchen 1 70.5% 80.7% 79.2% 85.5% 78.9%
Kitchen 2 67.2% 75.1% 72.2% 80.5% 73.7%
PHAT-β Living Room 25.8% 25.6% 26.5% 33.1% 27.7%
Bathroom 1 74.5% 85.7% 81.4% 85.3% 81.7%
Bathroom 2 74.3% 83.2% 82.4% 85.9% 81.4%
We can observe from the Table 5.13 that the LPC based system shows 55.6% accu-
racy on average while the PHAT-β based system shows 68.7%. The performance of
both of the system is poor when it is tested with the living room noise. One of the
major reasons for the poor performance is the very loud television sound that was
added in the test data.
Automobiles
Both of the systems were evaluated from the sounds produced by an automobile.
The sound produced by a moving bus and a car when recorded from inside were
used to evaluate the performance. The noise include moving of vehicle, opening and
closing of doors, car stereo, conversation of passengers, brake sounds, thumping etc.
Table 5.14 shows the performance of the system under automobile noise.
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Table 5.14: System's performance after adding automobile noise to the test data
System Case Nylon I Nylon II Steel I Steel II Mean
Bus 1 42.2% 60.0% 48.7% 67.0% 54.5%
Bus 2 57.4% 64.3% 57.7% 71.3% 62.6%
LPC
Car 1 67.0% 67.4% 66.7% 71.9% 68.2%
Car 2 71.5% 68.9% 69.2% 76.1% 71.4%
Bus 1 39.7% 58.1% 46.8% 60.9% 51.4%
Bus 2 58.1% 72.1% 63.8% 77.8% 67.9%
PHAT-β
Car 1 69.5% 77.8% 75.0% 84.3% 76.6%
Car 2 73.4% 83.8% 80.4% 85.0% 80.6%
From the Table 5.14, it can be observed that the LPC based system shows on aver-
age 64.2% accuracy while the PHAT-β based system shows 69.1%.
White Noise
Both of the systems were also evaluated under white noise. To have an over all
performance of the system, we added white noise to our test data with varying SNR
and conducted all the four tests. All the test parameters were kept constant while
only the SNR of the test data was varied. Table 5.15 shows the performance of the
LPC based system after adding white noise.
Table 5.15: LPC based system's performance after adding white noise to the test data
SNR (dB) Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
-20 43.9% 52.2% 50.5% 52.9% 49.8%
-15 51.7% 59.9% 51.6% 59.2% 55.6%
-10 56.7% 60.1% 58.4% 68.3% 60.8%
-5 58.2% 62.5% 60.4% 72.2% 63.3%
0 60.8% 63.9% 65.1% 73.3% 65.7%
5 63.0% 63.7% 70.4% 71.3% 67.1%
10 66.8% 63.2% 65.6% 71.2% 66.7%
15 67.0% 64.4% 68.5% 72.6% 68.1%
20 69.6% 66.1% 68.8% 72.3% 69.2%
To have an average performance of the LPC based system against a unique SNR,
we plot the mean of the performance of all the four test cases. Figure 5.1 shows a
graph between diﬀerent ratios of SNR and performance of the system.
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Figure 5.1: LPC based system's performance with varying signal to noise ratio
It can be seen from Figure 5.1 that the LPC based system shows stable response
from SNR = 20dB to SNR = 0dB with an average eﬃciency being 67%. However,
the performance of the system starts fall down when SNR is less than 0dB.
Similarly, the performance of the PHAT-β based system after adding white noise is
shown in Table 5.16 shows.
Table 5.16: PHAT-β based system's performance after adding white noise to the test data
SNR (dB) Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
-20 34.2% 37.2% 34.9% 36.3% 35.6%
-15 47.1% 49.6% 52.3% 49.8% 49.7%
-10 55.3% 61.6% 63.6% 68.6% 62.2%
-5 63.1% 69.2% 66.7% 71.3% 67.6%
0 65.8% 73.4% 71.3% 81.5% 73.0%
5 68.8% 78.1% 77.7% 83.3% 76.9%
10 70.5% 78.7% 79.0% 83.9% 78.0%
15 71.3% 82.1% 80.3% 85.4% 79.8%
20 71.1% 82.5% 80.0% 85.2% 79.7%
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To have an average performance of the system against a unique SNR, we plot the
mean of the performance of all the four test cases. Figure 5.2 shows a graph between
diﬀerent ratios of SNR and eﬃciency of the system.
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Figure 5.2: PHAT-β based system's performance with varying signal to noise ratio
It can be seen from Figure 5.2 that the PHAT-β based system shows stable response
from SNR = 20dB to SNR = 0dB with an average eﬃciency being 77%. However,
the performance of the system starts to decay when the SNR is less than 0dB.
5.5 System's Performance With Diﬀerent Distance Metrics
The system was also tested with diﬀerent distance metrics. The details related to
diﬀerent kinds of distance metrics have been discussed in section 3.5. The results
from each distance metric are compared with the ones with cosine distance metric.
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Euclidean
Table 5.17 shows the list of values of the parameters that give the best result using
euclidean distance metric.
Table 5.17: Parameters of the system that gives the best result
System Parameters Value
fmax of the FV 1KHz
DFT Length 16384
LPC
LPC Coeﬃcients 14
k 9
fmax of the FV 4KHz
DFT Length 16384
PHAT-β
β 0.55
k 13
Table 5.18 shows the performance of the LPC and PHAT-β based system using eu-
clidean distance metric.
Table 5.18: System's performance with euclidean distance metrics
System Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
LPC 70.6% 69.3% 69.5% 74.9% 71.0%
PHAT-β 68.8% 78.5% 74.4% 83.2% 76.2%
From the Tables 5.18 and 5.19, we can make few observation. Some of them are as
follows:
• Both of the systems show good performance, in fact the performance of LPC
based system with euclidean distance metric is very close to the one with cosine
distance metric.
• The number of LPC coeﬃcients used are quite less (14 compare to 19) and
also the number of nearest neighbors (9 compare to 15).
• The LPC based system uses less nearest neighbors (13 compare to 15) when
correlation distance metrics is used.
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• The PHAT-β based system uses more features (4KHz compare to 3KHz) when
we use correlation distance metrics.
• Both of the systems are computationally heavy because of very long DFT
lengths.
Correlation
Table 5.19 shows the list of values of the parameters that give the best result using
correlation distance metric.
Table 5.19: Parameters of the system that gives the best result
System Parameters Value
fmax of the FV 1KHz
DFT Length 16384
LPC
LPC Coeﬃcients 19
k 13
fmax of the FV 4KHz
DFT Length 16384
PHAT-β
β 0.5
k 15
Table 5.20 shows the performance of the LPC and PHAT-β based system using cor-
relation distance metric.
Table 5.20: System's performance with correlation distance metrics
System Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
LPC 71.6% 67.1% 72.4% 76.0% 71.7%
PHAT-β 79.5% 79.3% 79.1% 87.3% 81.3%
From the Tables 5.19 and 5.20, there can be number of observations that can be
made. Some of them are as follows:
• The performance of both of the systems with correlation distance metrics are
very close to the ones with cosine distance metric.
• Both of the systems use long DFT lengths as compare to the DFT lengths of
the systems using cosine distance metrics i.e 16384 compare to 8192.
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• The LPC based system uses less nearest neighbors (13 compare to 15) when
correlation distance metrics is used.
• The PHAT-β based system uses more features (4KHz compare to 3KHz) when
we use correlation distance metrics.
• As a whole, both of the systems are computationally heavy since they use very
long DFT lengths.
Spearman
Table 5.21 shows the list of values of the parameters that give the best result using
Spearman distance metric.
Table 5.21: Parameters of the system that gives the best result
System Parameters Value
fmax of the FV 2KHz
DFT Length 16384
LPC
LPC Coeﬃcients 16
k 11
fmax of the FV 2KHz
DFT Length 8192
PHAT-β
β 0.5
k 13
Table 5.22 shows the performance of the LPC and PHAT-β based system using
Spearman distance metric.
Table 5.22: System's performance with Spearman distance metrics
System Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
LPC 71.5% 74.6% 72.1% 81.8% 75%
PHAT-β 61.6% 64.1% 66.2% 68.7% 65.1%
From the Table 5.22, we can see that PHAT-β based system with Spearman distance
metric shows poor performance as compared to the one with cosine distance metric
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(65.1% compare to 82.5%). The LPC based system however shows a better perfor-
mance. Some interesting observations can be made about the LPC based system
with Spearman distance metric.
• The performance of the LPC based system with Spearman distance metric is
better than the one with cosine distance metric (75% compare to 72%).
• The LPC based system with Spearman distance metric uses more features from
the feature vector (2KHz compared to 1KHz). This increases the amount of
computation.
• The number of LPC coeﬃcients used are less (16 compare to 19) and also the
number of nearest neighbors (11 compare to 15). This reduces the amount of
computation.
• The DFT length is long (16384 compare 8192). This increases the amount of
computation by a factor 2.
• The performance of the LPC based system with Spearman distance metric is
3% better than that of cosine distance metric. Although this long DFT length
makes the system slow and computationally heavy but due to better perfor-
mance the Spearman distance metric should be preferred over cosine.
City Block
Table 5.23 shows the list of values of the parameters that give the best possible
results using city block distance metric.
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Table 5.23: Parameters of the system that gives the best result
System Parameters Value
fmax of the FV 3KHz
DFT Length 16384
LPC
LPC Coeﬃcients 17
k 11
fmax of the FV 2KHz
DFT Length 16384
PHAT-β
β 0.45
k 11
Table 5.24 shows the performance of the LPC and PHAT-β based system using city
block distance metric.
Table 5.24: System's performance with city block distance metrics
System Nylon I Steel I Nylon II Steel II Mean
LPC 62.1% 66.7% 64.3% 69.8% 65.7%
PHAT-β 66.7% 74.2% 71.7% 78.0% 72.6%
From the Table 5.24, it can be observed that the performance of both of the systems
with city block distance metric is less than when compared with the system using
cosine distance metric. Both of the systems use very long DFT lengths, this criteria
alone makes this system computationally less eﬃcient and heavy when compared
with the system with cosine distance metric.
It can be concluded that the LPC based system using Spearman distance metric
gives the best detection results while the PHAT-β based system with cosine distance
metric gives the best detection results.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we have studied automatic guitar chord detection using isolated chords
as test and trained data. Furthermore we have presented a system based on spectral
whitening and pattern matching that detects the correctness of the played chord
by guitar. An audio consisting of a single chord and having the prior knowledge
about the target chord determines whether the system has performed the detection
correctly or not.
Two diﬀerent types of spectral whitening techniques have been discussed in this
thesis. In both of the techniques, spectrum of the chord is whitened or partially
whitened and a certain region is selected as a feature vector based on the energy
distribution in the frequency domain. The cosine distance is calculated between the
test chord and a reference chord database. At the end, chord detection is done using
k-NN classiﬁers.
The result show that the performance of the LPC based system is 72% while that
of PHAT-β is 82.5%. Both of the systems have also been tested under realistic
noises. Some very interesting comparisons have been made while testing the system
with diﬀerent distance metrics. The results show that the research conducted in
this thesis can have signiﬁcant impact on some practical applications. Applications
like computer games, human-computer interactive systems and many other musical
applications can gain beneﬁt from this research.
There is still a lot of work to be done before we can have a complete and robust
guitar chord detection system. Future works can include detecting the chords that
are played with diﬀerent strumming patterns and complex ﬁnger picking technique
e.g. rasgueado technique.
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A. APPENDIX
Table A.1: Chord instances with their description (1)
Name e A D G B E Description
C Major x 3 2 0 1 0 Correct version
Mistake 1 0 3 2 0 1 0 One extra note on e string
Mistake 2 x 3 x 0 1 0 Missed one note on D string
Mistake 3 x 3 x x 1 x Missed three notes on D, G and E strings
Mistake 4 x 3 2 0 1 x Missed one note on E string
Mistake 5 x 3 2 0 0 1 Wrong note on E and B strings
Mistake 6 x 3 0 2 1 0 Wrong notes on D and G strings
Mistake 7 x 0 3 2 1 0 Wrong notes on A, D and G strings
D x x 0 2 3 2 Correct version
Mistake 1 x 0 0 2 3 2 One extra note on A string
Mistake 2 0 0 0 2 3 2 Two extra notes on e and A strings
Mistake 3 x x 0 2 3 x Missed one note on E string
Mistake 4 x x 0 2 3 0 Wrong note on E string
D Minor x x 0 2 3 1 Correct version
Mistake 1 x 0 0 2 3 1 One extra note on A string
Mistake 2 0 0 0 2 3 1 Two extra notes on e and A strings
Mistake 3 x x 0 2 3 x Missed one note on E string
Mistake 4 x x 0 2 3 0 Wrong note on E string
E 0 2 2 1 0 0 Correct version
Mistake 1 0 2 2 1 x x Missed two notes on B and E strings
Mistake 2 x 2 2 1 0 0 Missed one note on e string
Mistake 3 0 2 2 x 0 0 Missed one note on G string
Mistake 4 x 0 2 2 1 0 Wrong chord
Mistake 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 Wrong note on G string
E Minor 0 2 2 0 0 0 Correct version
Mistake 1 0 2 2 0 x x Missed two notes on B and E strings
Mistake 2 0 2 2 x 0 0 Missed one note on G string
F (1) 1 3 3 2 1 1 Correct version
Mistake 1 1 3 3 2 x x Missed two notes on B and E strings
Mistake 2 1 3 3 x x 1 Missed two notes on G and B strings
Mistake 3 1 3 3 x x x Missed three notes on G,B and E strings
Mistake 4 1 3 3 x 1 1 Missed one note on G string
Mistake 5 1 3 3 2 x 1 Missed one note on B string
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Table A.2: Chord instances with their description (2)
Name e A D G B E Description
F (2) x x 3 2 1 1 Correct version
Mistake 6 x x 3 2 1 x Missed one note on E string
Mistake 7 x 0 3 2 1 1 One extra note on A string
Mistake 8 x x 3 x 1 1 Missed one note on G string
F (3) x x 3 2 1 x Correct version
Mistake 9 x 0 3 2 1 x One extra note on A string
Mistake 10 x x 3 x 1 1 Missed one note on G string
F Minor 1 3 3 1 1 1 Correct version
Mistake 1 1 3 3 1 x x Missed two notes on B and E strings
Mistake 2 1 3 3 x x 1 Missed two notes on G and B strings
Mistake 3 1 3 3 x x x Missed three notes on G,B and E strings
Mistake 4 1 3 3 x 1 1 Missed one note on G string
G 3 2 0 0 3 3 Correct version
Mistake 1 3 x 0 0 3 3 Missed one note on A string
Mistake 2 3 2 0 3 0 3 Wrong notes on G and B strings
Mistake 3 3 2 x 0 3 3 Missed one note on D string
A x 0 2 2 2 0 Correct version
Mistake 1 0 0 2 2 2 0 One extra note on e string
Mistake 2 x 0 2 2 2 x Missed one note on E string
Mistake 3 x 0 2 2 3 0 Wrong note on B string
Mistake 4 x 0 2 2 1 0 Wrong note on B string
A Minor x 0 2 2 1 0 Correct version
Mistake 1 0 0 2 2 1 0 One extra note on e string
Mistake 2 x 0 2 2 1 x Missed one note on E string
Mistake 3 0 2 2 1 0 0 Wrong chord
B x 2 4 4 4 x Correct version
Mistake 1 0 2 4 4 4 x One extra note on e string
Mistake 2 x 2 4 x 4 x Missed one note on G string
Mistake 3 x 2 4 4 x x Missed one note on B string
B Minor x 2 4 4 3 2 Correct version
Mistake 1 0 2 4 4 3 2 One extra note on e string
Mistake 2 x 2 4 4 3 x Missed one note on E string
Mistake 3 x 2 4 4 x 2 Missed one note on B string
